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Tools and techniques for engaging your workforce 
and ensuring commitment to your lean efforts



About Tyson Foods

• Founded in 1935 by John Tyson

• Over 400 facilities providing food to 130 
countries

• 113,000 Team Members

• Recognized market leader in the production of 
chicken, beef, pork and prepared foods

• A lot of brands…





About Tyson Foods, Inc.

Strives to …

• Operate with integrity and trust

• Create value for its shareholders, customers 
and team members

• Be faith-friendly

• Provide a safe work environment

• Be good stewards of the animals, land and 
environment trusted to it.



Objectives

• To become aware of key change principles and 
stages of change

• Develop skills to support, empower and guide 
associates through the change process

• To learn how to integrate change management 
into your lean journey

• Develop an appreciation for how change 
management might help you accelerate your rate 
of improvement and sustain the benefits of the 
new process



Why should you care about this topic?

• People love to go through significant change events

• They always think the current way can be improved

• They believe that they will be better off  as a result

• People are naturally adaptable to change

•The truth - Change is UNCOMFORTABLE



Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs

Biological and Physiological needs

basic life needs - air, food, drink, shelter, warmth,  sleep, etc.

Safety needs

protection, security, order, law, limits, stability, etc.

Belongingness and Love needs

family, affection, relationships, work group, etc.

Esteem needs

achievement, status, responsibility, reputation

Self-actualization

personal growth and fulfilment



•What’s In It For Me?
• It's not the progress I mind, it's the 

change I don't like. —Mark Twain

And so, what is the ONE question 

that is on everyone’s mind?
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pyramid



Even Change Has A Process

Human Response To Change
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Needs Change As We Progress
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Methods for Effective Communications
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Resistance

o Avoid labeling people as “resisters” and trying to just work around them
o There often wisdom at the root of the resistance – be curious about the source

o Pain
o Fear

o Understanding the root of the concern can often help you strengthen your plan 



People Don’t Change All At Once



Force Field Analysis: Change Agent Example

Restraining Forces
• Resources (time, budget, talent)
• Business level sponsorship
• Conflicting priorities
• Flavor of the month

Actions to address restraining forces
• Leaders need to see value
• Business case – facts & data
• Simulate the new process
• Get key leaders to assist
• Engage  level leaders
• Positive elevator speech & 

business case

Driving Forces

• Necessity

• Key Leadership Support

• Tools/Model/Process

• Pockets of Excellence

• Motivated change agents

Actions to leverage driving forces

• Communication to Leaders

• Assessment of current state

• Clear expectations

• Leverage successes

• Build change agent community
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Challenges Associated with Change

•Productivity WILL suffer

- Acknowledge that it will take time for the 

transition to happen 

•Communication

- Rarely enough

- Introduction of new language
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Communication Needs are Different

• Frequency

• New language

• Desire for more information 

• New players

• Visually represent the change

– SHOW THEM YOUR PLAN!!!



Communicate the Win – Win - Win

The Customer 
Wins

The Individual 
Wins

The Company 
Wins



The Process of Change
productivity will suffer
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A Trip Through
“Consciously Incompetent”

• It’s estimated the average person ties their 
shoes 3 times a day 

• It takes around 11 seconds to tie a pair of 
shoes or 200 minutes a year

• If I could show you a new method that would 
save you 60 minutes a year would you try it?



A Comparison of Old and New

05:65 sec 03:85 sec

•You just moved from unconsciously incompetent to consciously 

incompetent - how will you respond?

•If you are hesitating – how about folding a shirt if 5 seconds? 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4B5B1HtIzUw

http://www.fieggen.com/shoelace/ianknot.htm 



The Process of Change
“How did it feel?
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Shoe Tying - Learning Curve
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Implementation of initiative 

begins (Current State)
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Performance Deficit due to Implementation

Proactive Change Implementation

Lack of Change Implementation

Adapted from the work of William Bridges:  *Bridges, William. Managing Transitions Making the Most of Change. New York: Perseus Group, 2003. Print.

The Change “Performance Dip”



Where to start
• Try to avoid the “big event”

– True kaizen

– Lots of small changes are better 

• Train those most affected by the change
– Awareness of concept at the beginning

– More detailed review just before the kaizen event

– Follow up after the event – “How does it feel?”,  “How much time 
before we can make a fair comparison?”

• Communicate
– Use multiple teaching methods – visual, auditory, tactile

– Repeat the message

– Visually communicate the plan next to the area most affected

– Close the loop – safe methods for feedback

• Support
– Ensure leaders / supervisors are in touch with the team

– Maintain balance of focus towards change agents and resistors



Benefits I Have Seen

• Faster implementation – “slow down to speed up”

• More constructive input from associates that add 

value

• Builds trust 

• Helps teams sustain the benefits

• Higher levels of involvement in future kaizen 

efforts



Questions?
Thanks to Tina Dyer at W.L. Gore & Associates who trained me 
in MOC concepts and helped develop this presentation!
Additional thanks to Sarah Krieger at Ingersoll Rand for helping 
me refine my MOC concepts, tools and approach!



Thank You!

Your opinion is important to us!

Please take a moment to complete the 

survey using the conference mobile app.

Session: ThP/49

When You Say “Lean” I think “Change”

Jeff Thurman

Tyson Foods, Inc.

Jeffrey.Thurman@Tyson.com


